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ABSTRACT 
Production scheduling deals with the determination of the sequence of processing of 
jobs with~ respect to the resources and constraints in a given facility. Scheduling the 
production operations of a particular paper carton manufacturing facility is the subject 
matter of this thesis. The manufacturing facility can be best described as a flexi.ble 
flow shop with multiple servers at every stage. A scheduling algorithm was developed 
with the primary objective of meeti11g the due dates of priority customers. The 
Apparent Tardiness Cost (ATC) rule, developed by Vepsalainen, Rachamadugu and 
Morton, is used as the basis for a priority index for job dispatching. The priority of 
customers is reflected by the 'job weight' in the index. 
A heuristic algorithm was developed and coded to enable 'what if' analysis of the 
schedule. The steps followed by the scheduling algorithm are detailed. The model was 
tested using actual data from the production facility concerned. The A TC rule is 
compared with the Earliest Due Date (EDD) rule for testing the performance of the 
algorithm and the computational results are presented a11d discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Production scheduling deals with the systematic planning of job processing • 1n a 
manufacturing facility and the allocation of resources to achieve best production 
efficiency. Scheduling problems arise in a facility once the general nature and purpose 
of the facility is established. Policy decisions on the type of products to be 
'<;I.\. 
manufactured, the volume of productioir, tl1e size and capability of the resources 
required to achieve these production goals and the like determi11e the nature of the 
scheduling problem in a given facility. It 111ay be the simple case of sequencing jobs on 
a single machine or resource or a con1plex process of allocating the "m" resources of a 
facility among the "n" jobs tl1at need to be processed in the facility. The complexity of 
the problem depends on the arra11gement of the "m" machines. However once the 
configuration of the facility is established, a tentative schedule can be ge11erated to 
evaluate the system to identify bottlenecks a11d study the likely performance of the 
(· 
facility. This in turn could be used to determine the final configuration or fine tune the 
production environment. 
Scheduling problems can be classified in a variety of ways. An overview of several 
classifications schemes is provided by Eilon ( 1979). According to Eilo11, sched uli11g 
problems can be classified as static vs dynamic, deterministic vs stochastic, single vs 
multiproduct, single period vs multi period, single machine vs multiprocess facilities and 
theory vs practice. The four important dimensions of scheduling problems identified 
are : 
" 
2 
1. Types of production 
2. Objectives 
3. Constraints 
4. Decision variables 
Scheduling the operations of a production unit is usually do11e by constructing a 
model. The model is designed to depict tl1e production objectives with reference to the 
inherent constraints in the facility. The constraints in a production facility may arise, 
apart from the capability of each machine or processor, from the layout of the 
machines in the facility. 
The machines may be in series a11d each job that needs to be processed may have to 
pass througl1 all the machines in a unidirectional flow pattern, perhaps skipping son1e 
of the machines. This is the case of a typical "flowshop". If the jobs have a 
characteristic machine- route or a specific requirement of passing through a subset of 
the total number of machines, it would typically be classified as a "jobshop". In a 
jobshop process flow 111ay not, and in n1ost cases will not, be unidirectional. Fro111 these 
two general situations evolve various combinations depending on the nature of the 
machines or the jobs that are to be processed on these machines. 
The flowshop model can be divided furtl1er into three typical configurations. In the 
simplest case it would consist of two macl1ines with jobs processed i11 each of the two 
machines. The other possibility is a 1nore common n job m macl1ine case where all the 
n jobs are processed through the series of all the m machines. A more complex case is 
the processing of jobs in a flowshop where there are parallel machi11es at one or more 
3 
stages. In such a situation, jobs may be transferred between two machines or parallel 
servers in the same stage. However jobs cannot be processed simultaneously in more 
than one machine. Due to these restrictions and the complex nature of the schedule, 
scheduling problems in these environments tend to be larger and mucl1 more involved. 
Also, the guarantee of absolute optimality is not usually necessary. Consequently the 
most suitable solution to such problems would be the use of fast heuristic procedures. 
Special conditions and constraints typical of the manufacturing environment considered 
can be very easilty included in the heuristic scheduling procedures as well. 
4 
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CHAPTER 2 
.. 
<C 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
This th~sis is dedicated specifically to scheduling the p:rod uction operations of a 
particular manufacturing facility. The literature survey and model development 
consequently are very specific to this manufacturing facility. To provide an idea of the 
operations at the facility it is necessary to describe both the production operations and 
the kind of products manufactured there. A brief description of these two aspects is 
given, initially, before venturing into the need for an efficient scheduler model. 
2.1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION : 
The manufacturing facility, whose scheduling problem is the prime concern of this 
effort, produces folding carton containers for consumer items. The cartons vary in size, 
shape, and design based on the needs of the customer. The material used to make the 
containers is basically paperboard. The type and quality of paperboard material vary 
depending on the requirements of tl1e customer. Customer orders are ready for 
production after a two stage approval procedure. The structural design and graphics 
department of the company interact with the customer and produces the custo111 
specifications for the job. These specifications are reviewed by the customer for final 
approval and the job is ready for production. 
job order would consist of : 
Typical specifications included in the 
1. MATERIAL : Type of paperboard material to be used. 
2. SIZE & STYLE : Physical sl1ape, di111ensions, a.nd style of print. 
3. COPY & POSITION : Text and illustrations that would appear on the 
5 
container, the location of the text and the illustrations on the container. 
4. COLOR & APPEARANCE : Color of text, illustrations and background, 
appearance of the final product. 
5. COPY BREAKDOWN : Differences in the text or illustrations that vary 
slightly within a job order. 
6. FINAL DELIVERY SHAPE : The shape of the product as delivered to tl1e 
customer after production, e.g., glued, flat windowed, etc. 
2.2 PRO.CESS DESCRIPTION : 
The production operations at the manufacturing facility of interest consist of six 
processing stages. The production e11viron111ent could best be ide11tified as a flow shop 
with multiple or parallel processors at each stage. Jobs have a unidirectional flo\v and 
every job has to be processed at each one of the stages without skipping any stage. To 
understand the scheduling requirements of the facility it is imperative to be familiar 
with the production enviro11ment. Figure 1 shows the different stages of production a 
job encounters as it passes through the shop. The major processing stages are 
described briefly below. 
1. SHEETING & This process is the a preparatory step for the production of 
SEYBOLDINGcartons. Paperboard received in rolls is cut into sheets of 
predetermined dimensions. 
2. PRINTING : The cut sheets are printed with text and illustrations in colors 
and according to the specifications of the job order. 
~ 
3. CUTTING : The printed sheets after drying are cut along the edges of the 
individual carton blocks outlined on the sheet i111pression 
layout. 
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4. STRIPPING : The individual carton sheets are removed fro1n the whole 
impression layout by stripping off the excess paper pieces 
around the edges. 
5. FINISHING : The stripped sheets are either folded, glued at the ends or 
windowed using a cellophane paper depending upon the 
requirements of the order. 
6. P ACI{ING & :The finished product is packed in unitizedcontainers and n1oved 
SHIPPING to the warehouse, from where it is shipped to the customer. 
2.3 NEED FOR A SCHEDULER MODEL : 
The primary objective of the scheduling department of the company is meeting agreed 
q 
to delivery dates, or due dates, of custon1ers. The production process adopted by the 
company appears to be simple and straightforward. However the production scheduling 
task is made complex due to " hot jobs " or high priority customers, natural in any 
industry. Production sequences as envisaged during initial scheduling are violated to 
meet the requirements of very important customers. This affects the overall bala11ce of 
workload and the performance of the shop. Also the priority given to certain custo1ners 
significantly affects other customers of lesser importance. This not only results in tardy 
deliveries and rush shipping costs but also incurs customer badwill which n1ay 
sometimes cause loss of future business. Other factors which presently affect the 
performance level of production at the facility under consideration are : 
1. Lack of proper estimation of lead times and identification of bottleneck 
machines 
2. Changes in the due dates and order quantities are made by the sales and 
8 
accounting departments. These are done on subsequent discussion with tl1e 
customer but are not co-ordinated and reflected in production planning 
periodically. This results in excessive changes in production during certain 
periods of time, upsetting the balance of work distribution. 
3. Performance measures such as number of late jobs are not n1onitored. 
4. Feedback on the workload distribution on the machines is not available to the 
scheduler for subsequent uniform machine loading. 
Based on the above observations and with due consideration to the complexity of the 
scheduling requirements different alternatives were studied. A survey of the research 
work done in this area for similar applications is presented in the following pages. 
,! 
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CHAPTER· 3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
3.1 GENERAL : 
Scheduling research deals with the problem of scientific and systematic analysis of 
production scenarios to schedule jobs to achieve specific objectives. The emphasis is on 
defining the scheduling problem of a production facility using a mathematical model 
and devising solution techniques to aid the decision making process. Research done on 
production scheduling could be classified according to the nature of the manufacturing 
or the criteria, or priority index, with which the jobs are scheduled in a facility. In the 
former case the scheduling literature could be divided broadly as, scheduling of : 
1. Jobshops 
2. Flowshops 
3.Assembly lines 
4. Flexible Manufacturing Systems. 
In the latter case, there are a variety of criteria on which jobs can be scheduled, 
including: 
1. Makespan : The length of time required to complete processing of all jobs 
2. Job lateness or tardiness - or number of tardy jobs : Tardiness 
L. of job i is the amount of time by which the completion time C. of job i J 1 
exceeds its due date d .. 
1 
10 
,_ 3. Work in process or holding costs. 
"r 
\ 4. Set up costs of machines. 
The vast variety of problems in scheduling has lead to a number of overview papers 
devoted to " scheduling research ". Some of the comprehensive overview papers in the 
area of product~n scheduling are Day and Hottenstein (1970), Panwalker and lskander 
(1977), Dannenbring (1977), Lawler et. al. (1979), King and Spachis (1980), Graves 
( 1981), Lawler, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan ( 1982), Sen and Gupta ( 1984) . 
An improvement on the mixed integer progra1nming formulations was presented by 
Bruvold and Evans (1985). Their paper addressed a dynamic flow shop with realistic 
problems of start-up, shutdown and change-over. The 1nodelling techniques e111ployed 
reduce the number of integer variables, relaxing the integrality requirements on rnany 
~ 
logical variables. 
Another approach found to be equally efficient was presented by Wittrock( 1985 ). 
Wittrock suggested decomposition of the problem of scheduling flexible flow lines into 
four subproblems: machine allocation, sequencing, queuing discipline and timing. Four 
fast heuristics were developed. 
3.2 SCHEDULING WITH DUE-DATES : 
Sen and Gupta (1984) have addressed due date related problems in their survey of the 
scheduling literature. They l1ave classified the literature in this category based on the 
specific objective functions. They are 
11 
0 
1. Number of late jobs 
2. Maximum lateness 
3. Mean or total lateness 
4. Miscellaneous criteria based on due dates. 
For a given objective function, the situation could be either a single machine scheduling 
,, 
problem or the scheduling problem of a multimachine facility. Detailed description of 
the research work done in both areas has been provided by Sen and Gupta. However, 
one of the conclusions of the paper is that most work is done on single machine 
problems. Even tl1ougl1 tl1is serves as a building block for more co1nplex situations, 
actual investigations i11to co1nplex models, especially dealing with real life situations 
have been few. 
Of the various papers listed in tl1e refere11ces of the above paper, those whose concepts 
could be applied in providing an efficient scheduler model for the flexible flowshop 
environment at the particular 1nanufacturiiig environment being considered are 
described briefly here. 
Gelders and Sambandam (1978) used a heuristic procedure to schedule jobs in a 
flowshop to minimize a complex cost function. The basic assumptions of the model 
developed by then1 are : all jobs are si1n ultaneously available, processing starts on the 
first machine and all jobs follow the sa1ne processing order ( ide11 ti cal routing), and job 
sequences on all machines are the same (no passing allowed). The complex cost 
function used, that was to be minimized, was the sum of weighted tardiness and 
weighted flow time costs. The objective function was defined as : 
12 
min Z(f1) 
CTEll 
• 
min 
ITEII 
n the number of jobs ; 
m the number of machines ; 
N { J 1, J 2 , ... J n } is the set of n jobs ;1 
M { M1, M2, ... Mm } is the set of m machines ; 
IT a job permutation ; 
IT the set of n ! job permutations ; 
Z(Il) 
z(t. ) 1,m 
w. 
1 
h. 
1 
t. . 
lJ 
total cost to be minimized ; 
== { w. max ( t. - d. ; 0 ) + h. t. } == detailed sched uli11g cost of job J. · 1 1,m 1 1 1,m 1 ' 
due date penalty cost for job J. per unit time ; 
1 
holding cost for job Ji per unit time ; 
t(ai, j) == completion time of job J. on machine M. when J. is preceded by a 
1 J 1 
partial sequence a (set of jobs already scheduled) 
Due to the simplicity of the procedure presented by Gelders and Sambandam and its 
ap,plicabili ty to the scheduling scenario at the production en vironme11 t of interest, this 
paper has been found very useful and a sin1ilar 1nethodology is followed. However the 
objective function and priority rules l1ave been changed and defined to better meet the 
needs of our specific problem definition. 
Vepsalainen and Morton (1985) discuss the priority dispatchi11g rules used for 
scheduling jobs based on weighted tardiness. Since the work done by Vepsalainen and 
Morton relate to the scheduling problems of our specific problem definition, where 
13 
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importance of customers and meeting due dates are of prime concern, this paper is 
discussed in more detail. The dispatching rules reviewed by them and the priority 
indices are presented in the table in the following page. Definitions for the tern1s used 
in the expressions presented in the table are given below . 
. C .. 1 = Completion time of job ion machine j-1 lJ-
r. == ready time of job i 1 
w. == Waiting time of job i at machine q 1,q 
P· == Processing time of job i on machine q 1,q 
d. == Due Date of job i 
1 
v. == Weight of job i (measure of its importance) 1 
k == A look ahead parameter, related to the number of competing critical jobs. 
t == present time. 
[ F(x) ]+ == F(x) for F(x) > 0 and O for F(x) < 0 
14 
'i TABLE 1: PRIORITY INDICES 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Rule Description Rank Priority Index 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i 
,:! 
1 FCFS First Come- • min 
First Served 
2 EDD Earliest . min 
Due Date 
3 5/RPT Slack per . min 
Remainning 
Processing Time 
4 WSPT <J>.·· Weighted 
Shortest 
max 
Processing Time 
5 COVERT Weighted 
COVERT 
6 ATC Tardiness 
max 
max 
,., 
·-1 . 
C. · l = r. + ~ 1· ( W. + P· ) l,J- I q== 1q 1q 
d. 
I 
V· 
I 
p .. 
I) 
m. + 
V• (d, - t- L !_. P·) + 
_J_ [ ] - I q-J 1q ] 
P·· m · 
I) k'\" I W. 
V· 
I P·· exp 
I) 
15 
~q=l ,q 
m. 
I 
d. - t- P·· - E 
I IJ '+] 
-[ q==J 
kp 
I 
Of the priority rules discussed by Vepsalainen and Morton, the COVERT and the 
ATC rules are the ones that use more information and, as could be expected, out-
perform the other simpler rules. They are discussed in more detail subsequently in 
order to explore their applicability. 
3.2.1 COVERT RULE : 
The weighted COVERT rule was used by Caroll(1965) to include job weights in the 
priority index for average tardiness scheduling. The index represents expected tardiness 
cost per unit of imminent processing time. Jobs with an expected zero or negative slack 
v. 
are tardy and if the tardiness cost is equal to Vi, the priority index is P· 1 •• Where Vi is 
l,J 
the weight or importance of job "i" and P· . is the processing time of job "i" at machine lJ 
'·' 
"j". However if the slack exceeds a worst case waiting time estimate, the expected 
tardiness cost is set to zero. The Covert priority index is given by 
il1· + + 
V [ k L l · w. - ( s. · ) ] 
COVERT, . (t) == i q==J iq lJ 
l,J P· · m. lJ k " 1. w. L...,q==J 1q 
Where 
Vi : Weight of job i 
P· . : processing time of job i on machine j 
l,J 
w. : Waiting time of job i at machine j 
1,q 
s .. 
l,J 
m. 
1 
k 
: Slack time of job i at machine j 
1 t th h. . d . b . : as or m mac 1ne req u1re to process JO 1 
: a multiplier adjusting the expected waiting time to the worst case 
J 16 
The COVERT rule is very efficient and l1as served as one of the best priority indices. 
However, Rachamadugu and Morton developed a look-ahead rule for the weighted 
tardiness problem. This rule. was claimed to be more effective and robust. To evaluate 
the usefulness of this priority dispatching rule for our specific purposes, the Apparent 
Tardiness Cost (ATC) rule is discussed in further detail here. 
3.2.2 APPARENT TARDINESS COST (ATC) RULE: 
Rachamadugu and Morton (1981) developed the rule for the weighted tardiness 
problem. Perform pairwise interchanges of adjacent jobs to be processed on a 1nachine 
until the following sufficient condition for optimality is met, for every adjacent pair of 
jobs (i before j): 
++ ++ 
V. [PJ· - ( di - pi - t) ] V. [pi - ( dJ. - PJ· - t) ] 
1 > _J __ ___;;;..._---=.. ___ _ 
Pi Pj Pj Pi 
The priority i11dex identifies the most critical job as l1avi11g the 111axi1num V. /p., or the 
1 1 
WSPT index, where Vi is the weight associated with job i. But i11stead of trading off 
the slack of job i against the processing time of job j, and vice versa, a standard 
reference, the authors felt, must be used. A piecewise linear look ahead was suggested . 
A factor kp was used in the priority i11dex, wl1ere k is the lookahead parameter related 
to the number of competing critical jobs, and p is the average processing time of 
I 
waiting jobs. An exponential relation instead of a linear one was recommended. The 
priority index suggested for a single stage environment is given as: 
17 
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v. 
ATC (t) = p~ exp 
1 . 
+ [ d. - P· - t] 
1 1 
kp 
A fixed value of k==2 has been used for static flowshops and a value of k==3 is used for 
dynamic job shops. A extensive analysis of the A TC rule could be found in 
Rachamadugu (1982), Rachamadugu a11d Morton (1981), Vepsalainen (1984) a11d 
Vepsalainen and Morton (1985). 
3.3 SHIFTING BOTTLENECK PROCEDURE: 
Another i11 teresting approach to sched uli11g tl1at could be adapted to the needs of the 
specific problem at hand is the 011e recently presented by Adams, Balas and Zawack 
(1987) called the "Shifting Bottleneck" procedure. In this procedure machines are 
sequenced one at a time. Every ti1ne the bottleneck machine, an1ong those 1nachines 
not scheduled, is identified, it is sequenced optimally. Also, those machines sequenced 
previously but still open to improvement are reoptimised, subsequently, while keeping 
the other sequences fixed. 
The purpose of this work is to study more closely how the previously described research • 
efforts could be adopted and if possible i1nproved upon to solve the scheduling proble111 
of the facility under consideration. The following chapter gives the basic assun1ptions 
made for the proposed scheduler model, tl1at would be n1ost relevant to the production 
operations of the said facility. Based on these assumptions, the applicability of the 
scheduling methods surveyed was studied and a final methodology formulated which is 
described in the following section. 
18 
CHAPTER4 
MODELING OF SCHEDULER 
In an effort to match the requirements of a modeling approach to the requireme11ts of 
the production operations of the specific problem at hand, different alternatives were 
~ 
studied. Three models were originally proposed for investigation, one of whicl1 was 
found to provide the best performance and was further developed. The three 
alternative approaches to sched uli11g were : 
1. Treat the scheduling problem as a job sl1op network and use the shifting 
bottleneck procedure to schedule tl1e jobs. 
2. Formulate a mixed integer progra1nming model and use Bender's decon1position 
method to solve the scheduling proble1n. 
3. Consider the system to be a flexible flowshop. Use the weighted tardiness of 
jobs as the basic criterion for machine loading. A heuristic procedure could be 
tleveloped to generate tl1e production schedule. 
Even though the production facility discussed could be described as a flow shop with 
multiple or parallel processors at each stage, the number of parallel processors at each 
stage is not fixed. The parallel servers at each stage is different for different jobs within 
the same stage. Jobs have preferred 1nachine assignme11ts and, hence, specific 111achine 
routing. Such restrictions need to be considered in the scheduler model. Consequently 
the mixed integer programming and shifting bottleneck approach get more co1nplex 
resulting in excessive computational requirements. Hence a fast heuristic which 
19 
generates a near optimum schedule and one that is also a "non delay" sche<:(ule ( no 
machine is idle at a time w l1en it could begin executing an operation) is preferred. In 
view of the above reasoning an extremely attractive choice for the scheduler is a 
flexible flowshop model using weighted tardiness as the priority index for loading 
machines. A heuristic procedure that allows more flexibility to study "what if' 
scenarios and a host of realistic, but complicating, factors is most desirable. 
Before describing the procedure that would be followed to generate tl1e scheduler, it is 
appropriate to state the assu1nptions on which tl1e scheduler model is based. 
4.1 ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODEL : 
1. All jobs are available at tl1e starti11g ti111e of tl1e scheduling l1orizo11. 
2. The processing time of the jobs on a machine includes the setup time on that 
machine and is known with certainty. 
3. The set up time is independent of the job seque11ce and is k11ow11 witl1 certainity. 
4. Jobs once scheduled have to be processed fully on a given machine ( no pre-en1ption 
allowed ) 
5. The number of stages in the flowshop, though not a restriction in the model, is 
equal to 3. ( ending with stripping ) 
6. The number of parallel processors is different for different stages. 
7. The number of parallel processors is different for different jobs within a stage. This 
is due to the preferred machine routing for jobs based on past data. 
8. Each job has a weight defining its priority level, which is used in the priority index 
, for scheduling. 
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9. The minimum load or qiantity to be processed on a machine before the job passes 
on to the next machine (stage) corresponds to the unit pallet size. 
10. Jobs may be split into two different jobs with identical characteristics to enable 
parallel processing, whenever possible, to meet due-date constraints. 
4.2 ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION: 
The procedure developed in this study to schedule jobs is similar to a logical sequence 
of steps a production manager would follow when determining a, schedule. However, the 
approach adopted by the scheduler 1nodel, as could be expected, is more scientifically 
based when considering the volume of information handled and the systematic decision 
making process followed. The scheduler cannot replace the human element that is so 
~) 
crucial in the dynamic decision making process in industry. But when the required data 
is fed as input, the scheduler can perfor111 tedious and monotonous computations that 
can be humanly i1npossible to handle. Also tl1e schedule generated with a particular set 
,· 
of data can be manipulated to perfor1n "what if' analysis and the speed at which 
alternate schedules can be generated allows easy examination of different possibilities. 
As mentioned earlier, the weighted tardiness criterion is the most appropriate priority 
index for scheduling the operations at the specific manufacturing environment dealt 
with in this work. The company has as its highest production ma11agement objective to 
complete jobs as close to their due dates as possible, placing emphasis on completing 
jobs of priority customers. By way of defining an objective function for the model this 
would translate into, "minimizing the total weighted tardiness of all jobs". This in 
effect ensures that "hot jobs" are least tardy and jobs with lesser priority may be 
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delayed to achieve this. The actual indices used from the literature reviewed an·d the 
modifications and improvements made to fit the needs of the company are described in 
the following section. 
4.2.1 PRIORITY INDEX : 
The priority index used to load the machines or allocate the jobs to the machines is : 
Apparent Tardiness Cost (ATC) 
m. 
1 
d. - t - P·. - L ( w. + P· ) 
== max 
v. 1 lJ - . + 1 1q 1q + 
1 exp(-[ q-J kp ] ) Pij 
where, 
v. == the weight associated with the job, a measure of the cost pe11alty per 1 
unit time delay. 
P· . == the processing time on machine j for job i. l,J 
d. == due-date of job i. 
1 
W. == waiting ti1ne of job i at 1nachine q. 1,q 
t == present time. 
[ F(x) ]+ == F(x) for F(x) > 0 and O for F(x) < 0 
p == average processing tin1e of competing jobs that are to be scheduled. 
The waiting time of jobs at different macl1ines depends on the load on each n1achine 
and congestion in the shop. To begin with this is not known because the shop is 11ot 
loaded as jobs are yet to be scheduled. Yet the completion times of jobs depends on the 
waiting times . To circumvent this problem, an initial estimate of the waiting tin1es of 
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jobs is essential. Estimating the waiting times will be counterproductive if the 
estimated values do not indicate the true nature of the shop. To get an estimate which 
is appropriate, a queuing model of the system is proposed. A model with parallel 
servers and exponential inter arrival and service time distributions is assu1ned. 
However, the waiting time of jobs in the system in such a model can be calculated only 
if the arrival and service times are available. The methodology followeJ::l to obtain these 
~-"?,- ,.,,' 
values is described below. 
4.2.2 ESTIMATION OF WAITING TIMES OF JOBS : 
The most important input needed to calculate the arrival rates and service ti1nes of 
jobs to a particular n1achine is the "planning horizon". The ter111 planning horizon 
refers to the time period for which the production is to be scheduled. If this is known or 
determined, then the arrival and service rates can be calculated from the n u111 ber of 
jobs and processing times of jobs. Ignall and Scl1rage have proposed a brancl1 and 
bound metl1od by which the total makespan for a set of jobs can be determined. This 
can serve as an estimate of the plan11ing horizon. The method proposed by lgnall and 
Schrage is as follows : Let a be the set of jobs already scheduled and need to be 
processed. Let u' be the set of jobs that need to be scheduled. There exists a lower 
bound on the makespan of jobs on each machine. This is the minin1um time required to 
complete all the jobs on that machine. Jobs belonging to set (J"' would have to be 
completed following the completion of processing of the last job in set (J". The 1nost 
favorable case is one in which the last job 
1. suffers no delay between the completion of one operation a11d the start of its 
direct successor. 
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2. has the minimal sum of processi11g yet to be completed on the rest of the 
machines in its machine route. The lower bound on the makespan, length of 
time to complete processing of all jobs, of a machine j can be defined as : 
M. 
LB. == q. + E P· . + 
J J i E u' lJ 
min E P· 
\ 
1 } 
i E u' ==j+l i,q 
where, 
qj == the latest completion time of jobs in set u on machine j. This is the 
earliest start time of jobs in set t7 '. 
The minimum makespan is the n1inimu111 time required to complete processi11g of all 
jobs in the shop. This will be the plan11i11g horizon mentioned earlier. The minimum 
makespan would be ,the maximurn of the lower bound values, of the makespan 
calculated, for all the different machines. Thus, we have as the planning horizon 
T == 1 ~3:x < m ( LBj ) 
- J -
With an estimate of the plan11ing horizon , it is now easy to derive the arrival and 
service rates of jobs . 
Let Mi denote the machine route ( the sequence of machines a job passes through ) of 
job i. 
Let Bk denote the set of jobs whose machine route Mi contains machine k in it. 
Let -"k be the arrival rate of jobs to machi11e k. 
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We have, 
Let µk be the service rate of jobs at machine k. 
The average service time of jobs at macl1ine k 
The service rate of jobs at machine "k" is give11 by, 
1 
Using the M/M/ c queueing model to represent tl1e congestion associated with the set of 
parallel machines at each stage of the process, the expressions for the expected queue 
length and expected waiti11g tin1e in the queue are given by : 
Lq == Cf ( C -f)2 
Wq == Lq / A 
O< n < C 
Pn == 
( :r~ ) P0, n > C en- C! 
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Where, 
jn } -1 
C! ( 1- t /C) , 
C = Number of parallel servers 
1 = A / µ, the utilization factor for a machine 
Pn = Probabilty of n jobs waiting or being processed on 1nachine 
Lq = Length of queue 
W q == Time in queue 
Detailed derivations for the above expressions can be found in Taha ( 1982) 
The various imple1nentation steps that the scheduler model follows are given below and 
the rest of the chapter is devoted to explaining these steps in detail. 
4.2.3 STEPS FOLLOWED BY THE PRODUCTION SCHEDULER: 
1. DATA INPUT: 
All the data corresponding to each job (i.e., due-date, weight, machine "route" or the 
sequence of machines through which the job passes i11 the shop) are fed as input. When 
defining the machine route of a job, the possible alternate machines ( parallel servers ) 
on which the job ca11 be processed at each stage are also given as input. The algorithm 
is designed to allocate the job to one of the parallel servers, ensuring the primary 
objective of meeting due dates. The specific input requirements of the scheduler are 
discussed in the next chapter. 
2. ESTIMATION OF WAITING TIMES: 
< 
One of the inputs required for calculating the ATC priority index for jobs is the 
waiting time of jobs at each machine. This is not available as input data initially, 
because the waiting time depends on the number of jobs waiting to be processed, the 
( 
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available resources , the rate of arrival of jobs and the service rate of jobs on machines. 
Once the jobs are scheduled the actual waiting times at various machines for different 
jobs can be determined. However ~ schedule the jobs an idea of .the waiting ti1nes is 
( ). 
-- -.i.. 
required for the schedule generated to be realistic. To circumvent this problen1 an 
initial estimate of waiting times of jobs is made using the queuing model proposed in 
section 4.2.2. 
3. ALLOCATION OF JOBS TO MACHINES (MACHINE LOADING) : 
In this step the actual allocation of 1nachines is made. As described in the previous 
sections, the A TC priority index is used to make this decision. Having obtained 
estimates for waiting times for jobs on different machines, the A TC value is calculated 
for all jobs waiting to be allocated at each machine . The job with the maximum A TC 
value is picked. The possible parallel servers for this job at that stage are compared to 
select the 011e with the least cumulative workload. Once the machine with the least 
cumulative work load is identified, the job is allocated to that particular machine. The 
cumulative work load of the machine is updated by adding the processing time of the 
job just allocated to that machine. The joblist of the machines in the processing stage 
is updated by deleting the job from it. This step ensures that a job is not allocated to 
two machines in the same stage. At the end of this step all jobs are allocated to 
different machines and an initial loading of machines generated. 
4. SEQUENCING OF JOBS ON MACHINES (JOB SEQUENCING) : 
The scope of a scheduler is more than just allocating jobs to machines. A useful 
schedule has to not only identify the 1nachines to which jobs are allocated but also 
provide the sequence in wl1ich the .jobs are to be processed. Tl1is is do11e by the 
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scheduler sequencing routine. The most important objective is to start processing of a 
.,.. 
particular job on a particular machine only after the job has started processing in the 
previous stage. Since the facility is a flowshop this is a critical condition. However, 
processing in the subsequent stages can start prior to completion of processing at the 
previous stage. Usually processing at the subsequent stage begins after a unit qua11tity 
has been processed ( e.g., enough to fill a pallet), or a unit time has elapsed since 
beginning processing at the previous stage. 
At this stage we have a feasible and near optimal schedule. Before comn1itting the 
schedule to a real time production scenario, the schedule has to be verified. The quality 
of the schedule generated is the subject matter of the empirical investigation in the 
next chapter. The procedure below is adopted for i1n prove1nen t of the schedule 
Jc 
generated. 
4.2.4 SCHEDULE REFINEMENT (THE SECOND PASS) : 
The initial allocatio11 and sequencing was done with an estimate of the waiting time of 
jobs on different n1achines. Though the estimate could be treated as an efficient one, it 
would give more credibility to the model if it is proved to be accurate. If not, 
neceBsary modifications have to be i11corporated to achieve the required level of 
confidence. To do this, from the loading generated, better estimates of job waiting 
times at various machines are calculated from the initial loading of the shop. 'f hese 
revised W. values are used to arrive at the A TC priority index for jobs instead of the 1,q . 
initial estimated values. Jobs are now allocated to 1nachines and scheduled 
subsequently as done during the first pass. The data used for testing the model and 
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the performance of the model are discussed in the following chapter. 
4.3 PROGRAM PSEUDO - CODE: 
\) 
PURPOSE: To generate a production schedule which minimizes job lateness. For each 
job the schedule contains job identification, job start and finish date, due date, and 
machine routing. 
Data Entry and Initialization: 
1. Open input file 
2. Read input data 
Number of jobs to be scheduled 
Number of stages 
Today's date 
Job identification 
Priority 
Due-date 
Job ready time 
Processing time per stage 
Machines per stage 
Machine ready time 
3. Define data 
4. Close input file 
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MAIN PROCESSING: 
1. Calulate planning horizon: 
For each new schedule generation, do the following: 
Calculate pla11ning horizon as follows: 
'· I 
For each machine calculate the Lower Bound, as follows: 
1. Find the Max between machine ready time and the Min job ready 
time of all the jobs to be processed on this machine. 
2. Find the sum of the processing times of all jobs on that machine. 
3. Find tl1e Min of tl1e sun1 of the processing times of jobs assigned i11 the 
subsequent machines. 
4. Add the results of steps 1, 2, 3 a.nd let it be the lower bound. 
Find the Max of all lo'Yer bounds calculated and call it the planning 
horizon. 
2. Estimate average job waiting time : 
For each stage, do the following: 
Count the number of jobs assigned at that stage. 
Calculate the job arrival rate by dividing the number of jobs assigned by 
the planning horizon. 
Find the sum of the process time of all jobs in the stage. 
Calculate average service time. 
Calcualte average service rate. 
Find the number of possible n1achines for each job per stage. 
Calculate utilization factor for each stage. 
Calculate the probability of having O jobs in the stage. 
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Calculate the probability of l1aving n jobs in the stage as follows: 
If the number of jobs in the stage is > 0 but ~ the number of 
possible machines for each job in the stage then: 
Calculate the probabilty of having exactly n nu1nber of jobs in tl1e 
stage using expression for Pn, given in section 4.2.2. 
If the number of jobs in the stage is > the average number of 
possible machines available for each job per stage then: 
Calculate tl1e probabilty of having n jobs using expression for P n, 
given in section 4.2.2. 
Calculate the length of the queue at each stage. 
Calculate average ti1ne in queue per 1nachine. 
For each machine calculate the job waiting time. 
3. Generate production schedule: 
Open output file. 
For each stage, do: 
Fi11d the machine with the lowest machine ready time. 
Find all jobs ready that can be completed on this machine. 
For each job, do the following: 
Calculate A TC. 
Find the job witl1 the Max A TC 
Allocate tl1at job to the 1nacl1ine 
Remove job from the list of jobs to be scheduled in this stage. 
Update machine ready time. 
Assign job's starting and finishing date on that machine. 
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--Repeat until all jobs have been scheduled in the stage. 
At each machine take the list of all jobs scheduled. Use ATC index to 
sequence the jobs and generate production schedule 
4. Generate output: 
Sort schedule by date, machine and job identification. 
Print Schedule. 
If scheduler is satisfied with output 
Close output file. 
Otherwise 
Make changes to the input file. 
Regenerate new schedule starting from step 3. 
4.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: 
To comprehend the procedure followed by tl1e scheduler model, the calculations 
performed by the scheduler model as it goes through the different steps are described 
below by the use of a numerical example. Consider a flow shop with three stages and 
two processors at each stage. Six jobs are to be processed using the above six 
machines. The table below gives the machines on which each job can be processed and 
the respective processing times. 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--
JOB NUMBERS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STAGE 1 
STAGE 2 
STAGE 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
10 
6 
8 
15 
8 
9 
15 
10 
12 
12 
9 
12 
Table 2: Process Time Data 
15 
15 
10 
10 
11 12 
In addition, the scl1eduler needs to know the due date, and priority weight of each job. 
These values are given in table 3. 
PRIORITY 
DUE DATE 
YEAR 
MONTH 
DAY 
1 
50 
89 
1 
12 
2 
100 
89 
1 
18 
JOB NUMBERS 
3 
150 
89 
1 
30 
4 
100 
89 
1 
17 
Table 3: Job Priority and Due Date Data 
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5 
89 
1 
17 
6 
1 
89 
1 
12 
.The first step in the algorithm after data input is to calculate the planning horizon T. 
The planning horizon as described e~rlier is the maximum value of the lower bound on 
the makespan of each machine. 
T == max ( LB. ) 1< j < m J 
The lower bound on the machine J is defined as: 
LB. == min 
J i E u' 
Where, 
j = Machine number 
i == Job number 
J-1 CL 
q=l 
p, ) + " p.J + 
1q -~ 1 
1 Eu 
== Set of jobs to be scheduled 
u' == Set of jobs already scheduled arbitrarily 
P .. = Processing time of job i in machine j lJ 
• 
min 
i E (J' 
M 
; " p. ~ 1q 
q=J+l 
The values of the lower bound on the 1nakespan of each machi11e using tl1e above 
. 
expression are: 
MACHINE LOWER BOUND 
1 66 
2 54 
3 50 
4 44 
5 56 
'tb, • 
6 56 
Table 4: Lower Bound Values 
Hence the planning horizon ( T ) is 66. 
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The arrival rate of jobs at each macl1ine ( ,\k) is ,defined as: 
Where, 
M. == Machine route of job i 
1 
Bk == Set of jobs that contain machine k in Mi 
I Bk I = # of elements in set Bk, in this case number of jobs in the set Bk. 
For machine 1, referring to table 2, · I B1 I = 4 and thus Al= 4/66 0.061. The 
arrival values for all the machines calculated as above are listed in table 5 below. 
MACHINE ARRIVAL RA TE 
,J: 
1 0.061 
2 0.030 
3 0.061 
4 0.030 
5 0.045 
6 0.045 
Table 5: Arrival Rate Values 
Average service time at each machine is = L Pik / I Bk I 
• 
1 
\ 
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and the service rate of the machine is: 
µk = 1 / average service time 
Machine utillization factor(!f) is given by 
MACHINE SERVICE TIME 
1 
., 
.... 
3 
4 
5 
6 
13.000 
15.000 
8.250 
10.000 
10.667 
10.667 
SERVICE RATE 
0.077 
0.067 
0.121 
0.100 
0.094 
0.094 
Table 6: Queuing Values I 
UTILIZATION 
FACTOR 
0.788 
0.455 
0.500 
0.303 
0.485 
0.485 
The values of for the queue length and waiting time in the queue depend 011 the 
probability term i11 their respective expressions. The expressions are recalled here and 
these values are calculated and presented i11 table 7. 
Lq = Cf 
( C -f)2 
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O< n < C 
( 1~ ) P0, n > C en- C! 
1n · } -1 
C! ( 1-1/C) 
Where, 
C == Parallel servers 
Pn == Probabilty of n jobs on the machine and waiting in a queue 
Lq == Expected Length of queue 
W q == Lq / ,,\k == The expected ti111e in queue 
MACHINE Po 
1 0.212 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0.545 
0.500 
0.697 
0.515 
0.515 
Pc 
0.066 
0.056 
0.063 
0.032 
0.061 
0.061 
0.071 
0.021 
0.028 
0.007 
0.026 
0.026 
Table 7: Queuing Values II 
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Wq 
1.165075 
0. 707769 
0.458333 
0.222247 
0.562682 
0.562682 
,. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION OF 
THE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM 
The scheduler model discussed in detai! in the previous chapter was constructed using a 
high level progran1ming language : Turbo C. The program was coded in sucl1 a way 
that a person involved in scheduling the production operations in the company would 
be able to generate alternate schedules by changing the i11put parameters of the jobs 
and machines. Each job is characterized by its identification number, its due date, its 
relative priority or weight, the servers or 1nachines on which it could be processed. The 
number of machines on which a job can be processed is a list of all machines including 
preferred machines in the process route of the job. Thus a n1achine list of a job 1r1ay 
contain n1ore than one macl1ine in a particular stage even though it would fi11ally be 
processed only on one machine at eacl1 stage. Each 1nachine in the shop is identified by 
a number allocated to it. The machine list for a job would hence be a list of machine 
numbers. This list of possible processors for a. job is called the "machine route" of the 
job. However to test the n1odel with a. relatively small nu1nber of n1achines, only the 
first three stages, which are crucial to the company were incorporated in the model. By 
making certain minor changes the program could be adapted to represent a flow shop 
with a higher, number of stages and also more 111achines at each stage. The follo\ving 
data is required as input for the model to generate a schedule: 
f 
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1. JOBS : 
Each job is identified by its number, its weight or the priority level, the due date, the 
! 
total number of machines that can process the job and the "macl1ine route" of the job. 
For a given job the total number of machines is arrived at by including all the possible 
parallel servers that can process the job at different stages. For example, in the 
production e11vironment discussed in chapter 2, a job could be processed by one 
/ 
sheeting machine, two printi11g machines, three cutting machines twelve stripping 
) 
machines, two finishing machines and three packing machines. This would be defined in 
the machine route of the job as a total of twenty thr~ processors for the job. However 
ll I ~ u, 
the job wi~nally be process·ed only by six 1nachines, i.e., one sheeting 1nachine, one 
printing machine, one cutti11g machine one stripping machine, one finishing macl1ine 
and one packing machine. The total nu111ber of processors is defined as twenty three, 
for the above example, because this indicates to the scheduler the possible choices it 
has i11 scheduling the job at different stages. In addition to the above data the 
processing time of each job at the different stages is also required. In allocating the 
processing time for jobs, the processing time is represented as a function of the 
production stage in the flow shop. This is because, for the facility under study the 
processing times at the different alternative machines in a given stage were tl1e same 
or did not: vary appreciably. Here again tl1e program could be very easily modified to 
,f 
incorporate the changes in processing times ,if need be, of different machines within the 
same stage. 
2. MACHINES : 
Since each machine is capable of processing different jobs, a list of jobs is generated for 
each machine. Once· again this list is not a list of jobs finally processed on a given 
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machine but a list of all jobs that could possibly be iprocessed on it at the ti1ne of 
---, 
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generating a sched_ule. This list, for each machine, is a typf cal i11 put req uire1nen t of 
the scheduler and is called the "job li~t" of the machine. In additio11 to the list of jobs 
the numerical sum of all the jobs that are contained in the job list· is also essential. 
Thus the scheduler has a list of competing jobs· on a machine at each stage of 
processing, which enables it to calculate the average processing time of competing jobs 
for a given machine. This , as discussed in the section under priority rule in Chapter 
Four, is essential for calculati11g the priority indices of jobs. Each 111achine also has a 
list of machines that are its parallel servers competing for job allocation. \,Vith the help 
of this data the scheduler knows what other 1nachines are to be used, for con1parison of 
"'' 
the cumulative processing times of machines, during the machine loading stage of 
scheduling. 
To test the scheduler, a data file containing the above 111entioned requiren1ents was 
created. Data used was gathered fro1n tl1e production facility in which the scheduler is 
intended to be implemented. Production requirements for a specific time period were 
broken down into data input requirements as discussed above. A list of forty one jobs 
I' 
needed to be processed in a three stage environment consisting of twenty five 1nachines 
in total. There were five machines in the first stage, eight in the second and twelve in 
the third. However the number of parallel servers at each stage was dependent upon 
· the customer and his specific order requiren1ent. This was carefully deter1nined for each 
job. A particular customer 1night have a set quantity and type of order that may fit a 
particular machine, either due to order size or the familiarity of the operator, on that 
particular machine, to the customers processing requirement. In the facility under 
consideration this situation is very com1non especially i11 the printing stage. Also in the 
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printing stage the machines had specific advanced printing capabilities and hence 
machine specifications for jobs were very specific. Such requirements dictated the 
bottlenecks in the shop. But in the stripping stage almost all machines could be termed 
as parallel servers because the machines did not have such technical constraints with 
reference to the jobs processed. 
The total number of forty one jobs was actually generated from eleven customers. 
Based on past relationships the manufacturing facility produced a preference list of 
these eleven customers by ranking each one of them. A weighting scheme of custo111ers 
and in turn the jobs was forn1ulated in keeping with this list. Associated with ea.ch job 
is a subset of all parallel servers at each stage, which may be used for processing at 
that stage . 
Job orders are usually specified in output production quantities. As a function of the 
machines that are capable of processing these orders at each stage, i.e., the production 
rate of machines at each stage, the processing ti1nes at each stage was calculated. Once 
again since the 1nachine choices were very specific the processing ti1nes at the different 
parallel processors were aln1ost tl1e san1e. For this reason the processing ti111e was 
defined as a. function of the stage of processing rather than the specific machine. For 
example, if a job had two possible choices of cutting machines in the cutting stage of 
the process, the processing ti1ne on each of the machines were aln1ost the sa1ne and 
hence were assumed to be the same. Thus the processing time was defined as the 
processing time for printing, processing time for cutting, etc. 
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Due dates are defined as calander dates. The scheduler program could be coded in such 
~,;1::f.J 
a way that this information could be translated into production hours and used in the 
algorithm. For initial testing purposes this was done manually and the due dates were 
defined in hours~ 
The final output of the scheduler was specified as a list of jobs w.ith the start-time of 
the job, the finish-time of the job and the specific machine on which it was processed. 
This was generated for all the stages in which the job was intended to be processed. In 
the facility u11der study some jobs were required to skip certain stages, again due to the 
specification of customer orders. rfypically certain orders would not require prin ti11g if 
they were plain orders and certai11 others may not require finishing. The scl1eduler is 
programmed to allow for this flexibility in the shop. The scheduler \Vas tested with the 
input mentioned above and the conclusions reached are presented in the next cha.pter. 
The scheduler model was compared with the Earliest Due Date (EDD) priority 
dispatching rule which uses the g!obal due date di, as priority index and is the rule 
most closely resembling the sched uli11g logic used at the facility. The two dispatching 
rules compared performed con1parably when tested with loose due-date assign1nents. 
However, when the due-dates were tightened the superiority of the .. t\. TC rule was very 
evident. The fraction of tard:y jobs was greater in the case of EDD rule as compared to 
ATC, when tightness of due dates \Vas increa.sed. Though the 'fraction of tardy jobs' 
criterion tested in favor of the ATC rule, the EDD rule performed better when the 
'average tardiness' was used for evaluation. This is because when the due-dates are 
tightened, the ATC rule behaves like the weighted shortest processing, W /SPT, rule. 
The algorithm tries to complete as many jobs as possible within their due-dates thus 
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reducing the total number of tardy jobs without considering the consequent increase tn 
the waiting times of other jobs. The results of the computational study are presented 
below. 
Due Date 
Allocation 
Loose 
Tight 
Very tight 
/ 
% Tardy Jobs Average Tardiness 
ATC EDD ATC EDD 
9.75 4.90 4.58 3.19 
26.82 31.70 4.79 2.56 
53.65 78.05 5.02 3.41 
Table 8: Computational Results 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis is intended to solve the problem of scheduling the jobs of priority custo1ners 
based on due-dates to reduce the number of tardy jobs in a particular production 
facility. The priority of customers is defined by a "weight" allocated to the customer 
job order and serves as one of the inputs used in calculating the apparent tardiness cost 
(ATC) of the job. Jobs that suffer the most ATC are the ones most important and are 
hence scheduled first. A heuristic procedure was used with A TC rule as the priority 
index for machine loading. The algorithm was tested using data from the facility 
studied. 
The model was compared with another version using Earliest Due Date (EDD) as the 
priority index and using the same test data. It was observed that the ATC rule 
outperforms the EDD rule wl1en the nu111ber (or percent) of tardy jobs is used as the 
performance criterion, under tight due date conditions. However, the EDD rule is 
superior when the average tardiness is compared. This shows that the ATC rule tries 
to get as many jobs completed before the due date as possible. In this process jobs with 
larger processing times get pushed back and consequently the average tardiness also 
• increases. 
f 
Based on the data used for testing the algorith111 it is observed that the waiting tin1e in 
the first processi11g stage is considerably greater than the second stage. 'f his is 
especially true for jobs that have only one possible server at the first stage. The 
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number of tardy jobs can be reduced significantly by easing this bottleneck in the shop. 
~-
.¥  
Also the machine setup time is fairly ~ong and if jobs could be grouped to avoid this in 
any way, where possible, there would be appreciable improvement. As for the 111odel 
itself, the priority index could be modified to reduce the average ta.rdiness in addition 
to the percentage of tardy jobs. This also could be achieved by better n1achine 
utilization. The algorithm could be improved upon to refine the schedule generated on 
a real time basis, with feed back from the actual position of the jobs in the shop floor 
as they undergo processing, especially when unexpected delays occur. 
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